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Carolina Scholar Alumna makes Jeopardy! Appearance
. . . . Sonam Shah (2007) competed on Jeopardy on Tuesday, January 26. Although she did not win, she came in second place and fulfilled a lifelong dream of being on the show. Her introduction to the viewers was a story about being Homecoming Queen at the University of South Carolina and getting to ride on a Zamboni during a hockey match. She represented the University well! To see her bio, visit this link: https://www.jeopardy.com/about/this-week-on-jeopardy and click on January 26.

USC hosts conference for Stamps Scholars – near and far
. . . . The Office of Fellowships and Scholar Programs hosts a conference for Stamps Scholars – 20 students coming from 10 different colleges and universities, along with the University’s current three classes of Stamps Scholars totaling 16.
https://www.sc.edu/ofsp/news/2016-StampsConf.shtml

McNair Scholar alumni Devin Pascoe has her artistic GIF printed in a WashPo article
. . . . GIF IT UP entry by Devin Pascoe from Atlanta, Georgia (USA). Source material courtesy esbirky.cz via Europeana. Devin writes: “I’m always drawn to art nouveau, and I knew there could be great movement with Mucha’s work.”
This GIF is made available under a CC-BY 3.0 license.